
WRITING ASSERTION EVIDENCE COMMENTARY EXAMPLES

A statement that answers the question asked in the prompt. â—‹ Otherwise Example Paragraph #1. Assertion.
Evidence. Commentary. Evidence. Commentary.

Assertion The author, William Golding, has Jack use the fear of the beast to control the boys and make them
afraid to live without the protection of his hunters-thereby ensuring that he is in control of the entire island.
What rhetorical strategy was used? Do some research on the subject, and collect any important information
that you might need. Assertion Evidence and Commentary advertisement A statement that answers the
question asked in the prompt. In addition, be careful not to stray too far away from your topic when using
evidence. Use your thesis statement as a stabilizing guide while you are writing. Beaten and driven like
maltreated beasts, shackled to one another around the clock, prisoners turned to selfmutilation to make
themselves useless for work. Be extra vigilant when looking for sources. He may kill Simon, but the beast.
Back it all up Your assertions needs to be a stable throughout. An essay asserting that Martin Luther King Jr.
Evidence Pg. Learn what they are, the pros and cons of each, and then compare. They slashed their bodies,
broke their own legs, and crippled themselves by cutting their tendons. I and beat! So Chapter 10 At the end of
the novel, Jack is the watchers at the gate must be threatening the boys and telling them to worship the
carefulâ€¦and then, the beast might try to Lord of the Flies by offering the head of each pig come in. Who will
using the beast to intimidate the others and join my tribe? He effectively uses the rhetorical mode of
comparison throughout the paragraph. He also tells them they did not crawledâ€¦He came disguised. What
method did the author use to convey his message? So watch; and be rather accept that Simon was the beast in
disguise carefulâ€¦. Human beings behaved similarly when chain gang imprisonment swept through the
labor-starved South during Reconstruction. One of the best ways to hold up your assertions is to surround
them with your research findings. You can present differing evidence, but be sure that they are used as
possible counter-arguments, and address them efficiently in your essay. Because they are horrified come again
even though we gave him the by the idea that they killed their friend, they would head of our kill to eat.
Ideally, an assertion is only one sentence long, much like a thesis statement. You remember how he killed as a
sacrifice. I recommend following the assertion, evidence, commentary rubric. It is an example from the
passage that supports the claim. This means that most of the things you write afterwards should support and
corroborate your assertions, and not contradict them. His manipulation of the boys is clearly subconscious at
this point and he seems to be just pacifying the younger boys. Just keep everything short and to the point.
Remember, every topic has two sides to it.


